growing part of the computer graphics field (its science, algorithms, products, and applications) deals with either dynamic situations, digital media, or both. As a result, it's challenging for computing professionals to fully understand, or experience the applications for, dynamic and digital media when the expression of computer graphics is confined to printed articles.
ence the applications for, dynamic and digital media when the expression of computer graphics is confined to printed articles.
IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications has embarked on an experiment in bringing digital media content to our readers-not to replace our print publication but to augment it with a new method of communication. Highquality print articles can do an excellent job of telling the how, but in many instances, digital media can better express the "what" dimension of understanding graphics.
Another goal of CG&A is to provide a professionally reviewed channel for researchers and practictioners of computer graphics. Digital media publication may better serve the needs of a community whose contribution is best expressed or understood through interactive or dynamic content, or whose preferred method of communication isn't the printed word.
Overview of the articles
Each of the articles in the CD-ROM that accompanies this issue addresses a different facet of computer graphics and its applications. In addition, each either uses alternative media or discusses the science and practice of dynamic and digital media. Taken together, these articles suggest the kinds of content and topics that alternate media publication is uniquely able to serve: simulations and learning environments, animation and video, interactive tutorials, application of multimedia, sound, and visualization.
Jungclaus and his colleagues present the Wood's Hole Oceanographic Institute's Alvin deep submergence vehicle part-task simulator. The simulator, presented in its entirety, is used to plan missions for Alvin. It's a useful tool for the oceanographic researcher, an example of interactive multimedia and simulation, and a means to learn something about the vehicle's operation.
Rochesso presents the work of the Sounding Object Consortium. The project aims to develop sound models that are responsive to physical interactions and that can be easily matched to physical objects. A series of vignettes give interactive examples of the models, the psychology behind them, and their potential application.
Dodson, Perkins, and White show an animation of the Goes Over All Terrain surveillance robot. They also briefly discuss the animation's role in the development of the concepts behind the robotic device and its usage.
Wong addresses the problem of visibility in computer graphics and a particular algorithm for its solution, Epipolar Geometry, with application to image-based rendering. His tutorial gives a tour of the application and how the algorithm allows a solution.
Stephenson provides an interactive tutorial on the principles of iterative line-digitization algorithms. He presents the basic algorithms and discusses their applications.
In addition to the original digital media articles, the CD also contains supplements to this issue. 
Future of the digital media initiative
Digital media publication offers new challenges for CG&A. We must balance conflicting demands of author flexibility with reader convenience. We need to evolve standards for the kinds of content suitable both to our audience and to the media. We must create new processes in review and publication. We must cope with changing technology and deployment choices. In the technology arena, our long-term future isn't in CD-ROM. However, for the moment CD matches well with our readers' equipment and connectivity capability. It also allows for archival records and citation and meets the content's demands for diversity, quality, and responsiveness.
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